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Remember Frankie? is a storytelling game about creating
a shared history at the crossroads of memory and fic-
tion for 3-4 players. Players will reminisce about an
imaginary person using real memories - playfully
twisting the facts of their story to create a thematic
veil of mystery. Anecdotal stories about Frankie are
accompanied by stylized lyrics composed by the other
players - breathing life into Frankie’s persona while
emphasizing the connection players have to each other.

Successfully funded on Kickstarter in November
2022. The full color, high quality print zine will
contain the core rules, over a dozen play settings
with thematic prompts and randomization charts,
game-play dialogue with sample anecdotes from the
designer's personal life, campaign song-writing
options, and abstract/psychedelic artwork inspired
by vintage academic text books.
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Distribution
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Full-color

Saddle Stitch
Digest (5.5 x 8.5)

56 Pages

A storytelling and lyric-writing game
that blurs the line between memory

and fiction.

Selling Points
An atmospheric storytelling
experience inspired by the mu-
sical moods of Tom Waits.

Rules easy enough to teach and
play in under an hour.

Story mechanics that allow
players to blend real memories
into the fiction of the game.

Supportive communal storytel-
ling that encourages personal
connection between players.

Licensed Mental Health
Clinicians (LMHC) approved
game settings for expressive
group therapy.

13 thematic prompts & charts
that challenge players to explore
their past in new ways.

Collaborative lyric writing and
a campaign mode to create full
songs.

Target Audience
Indie RPG lovers.

Storytellers and improv
performers.

Writers, musicians & poets.

Clinicians who lead expressive
group therapy.

Alewoodgames@gmail.com
www.alewoodgames.com

630-440-9926
Rhodrick Magsino

Baltimore, MD
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